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Many social and economic activities require some degree of coordination in people's actions to be enjoyed. Congestion games, in which a group of individuals contemplates participating in an event that is enjoyed only if a few participate, characterise such situations well. These games have been widely investigated in the social sciences, and laboratory experiments suggest that despite the existence of multiple equilibria in pure strategies, participants somehow manage to behave almost optimally: overall, the observed participation rates even out the expected profits from entry and from no entry (Ochs, 1990 , Arthur, 1994 , Sundali, Rapoport and Seale, 1995 , and Zwick and Rapoport, 2002 . This pattern was first coined as 'magic' (Kahneman, 1988 , Meyer, Van Huyck, Battalio and Saving, 1992 , and has subsequently been explained in terms of reinforcement learning processes (e.g., Erev and Rapoport, 1998 , Rapoport, Seale, Erev and Sundali, 1998 , Duffy and Hopkins, 2004 , and Erev, Ert and Roth, 2010 or probability weighting (Rapoport, Seale and Ordonez, 2002 ). Yet, some investigations report persistent deviations (see Lovallo, 1999, and Fischbacher and Thöni, 2008) for which provide a rationale in terms of Quantal Response Equilibrium (QRE, McKelvey and Palfrey, 1995) , a stochastic version of the Nash equilibrium that is remarkably successful in organising the data of numerous experiments (see Goeree, Holt and Palfrey, 2016 , and the references therein).
In this paper, we use an alternative rationale for QRE that evokes the 'Exploration versus Exploitation' dilemma outlined in Nadal, Chenevez, Weisbuch and Kirman (1996) , Kirman (2011) and Bouchaud (2013) , and which has been formalised as 'rational inattention' by Matějka and McKay (2015) . Unlike QRE which assumes payoff disturbances and noisy best-responding agents, 'Exploration versus Exploitation' (henceforth EvE) assumes agents to take account of the information cost (or the entropy) associated with their choice probabilities when maximising their expected payoffs. In a repeated congestion game for example, agents may want to "exploit" one option ('entry' or 'no entry') and sometime "explore" the other to gather information about the payoffs associated to it.
1 Bouchaud (2013) observes that these models are structurally equivalent when agents' payoff disturbances in quantal response models are assumed i.i.d. or equivalently, when agents in EvE models do not interact with each other and take their decisions independently. By discarding the possible effects of time-correlated decisions and agents' heterogeneity, these assumptions permit the determination of a stationary equilibrium in terms of agents' payoff responsiveness (in QRE) or their compromise between 'exploring' and 'exploiting' (in EvE). The modelling of dynamics in such settings quickly becomes intractable and the determination of equilibria is confined to special cases, see e.g., Bouchaud (2013) and Goeree, Holt and Palfrey (2016) .
On the other hand, the modelling of heterogeneity in game-theoretic contexts raises questions about which sort of relaxation of "common knowledge" assumption(s) about what agents believe about others can be used and which still allow one to 'close' the model. Various answers have been proposed, as in e.g., Armantier and Treich (2009) , Rogers, Camerer and Palfrey (2009) and Camerer, Nunnari and Palfrey (2016) .
2 Although making these modifications shows that assuming heterogeneity in agents' traits considerably improves the model's goodness-of-fit, it does not address the question of when one should indeed forego the assumption of homogeneous agents. This approach, is also reminiscent of modifications that have been made to basic modern macroeconomic models to take account of what Angeletos and Lian (2016) describe as "the potential fragility of workhorse macroeconomic models to relaxations of common knowledge".
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The first goal of this paper is to address the falsifiability of this type of models with regard to homogeneity of agents' behaviour; see Palfrey (2005, 2016) (2000) and Weizsäcker (2003) for earlier investigations of QRE models with non-homogenous agents. Rogers et al. (2009) also consider a QRE model with subjective beliefs, i.e., where the distributions of others' traits are not common knowledge but each player believes that the others' traits are i.i.d. from the same distribution as her/his (which is private information). Armantier and Treich (2009) study a setting where agents (bidders in first-price auctions) know that their private traits (i.e., agents' risk aversion and probability misperception) are i.i.d. from some commonly known bivariate distribution. In this setting, agents are heterogeneous but remain ex ante symmetric, whereas in the non-subjective models of Rogers et al. they are ex ante asymmetric so the relaxation of the usual common-prior assumption must additionally be dealt with. 3 We also note a subtle difference between empiricists and experimentalists regarding the definition of unobserved heterogeneity in the structural analysis of game-theoretic models. The former define it as information that is available to agents but not to the researcher (Paarsch and Hong, 2006) whereas the latter assume that the researcher is aware of this information and uses it to assess the model's explanatory power (e.g., Armantier and Treich, 2009, and . See Kirman (2006) for an overview of the role of heterogeneity in economics and Branch and McGough (2018) for a discussion of the role of heterogeneous expectations in macroeconomics. See also Bookstaber and Kirman (2018) on the difficulties with building both theoretical and computational models of heterogeneous agents even when the nature of the heterogeneity is known and understood.
asymmetric games, ours is based on the means of observable variables and applies more generally to discrete-choice models that assume homogeneous agents. (Selten and Buchta, 1999) and like EvE, it entails a trade-off and a stationary equilibrium. The relative goodness-of-fit performances of these (and other) models have been investigated in the context of 2×2 constant-sum games by Selten and Chmura (2008) , Brunner, Camerer and Goeree (2010) , and Selten, Chmura and Georg (2010) . Here we set out to compare these models in a similar context, i.e., repeated binary-choice, but with 'many' agents and with treatments that manipulate payoff levels (i.e., 'High' or 'Low' payoffs) and structures (i.e., where payoffs from entering depend on total attendance). The motivation to analyse a game with 'many' (10) agents is to best allow the structural assessment of agents' homogeneity. Controlling the payoff levels allows to check whether entry is increasing in payoffs, as expected by McKelvey, Palfrey and Weber (2000) and Goeree, Holt and Palfrey (2005) , whereas controlling payoff structures aims at providing a broader picture of the problem at hand.
We summarise our findings in the following four points. First, average entry behaviour in the experiments is mostly in line with symmetric Nash equilibrium predictions when payoffs are Low, no matter the payoff structure or whether we use 'sessions' or 'pooled' data (of several sessions). When payoffs are High, behaviour is characterized by a significant under-entry, especially when assuming pooled data or a payoff structure that is non-monotone in entry, i.e., first increasing and then decreasing with entry. Second, when the models are estimated by maximizing (pseudo-) likelihood functions that assume players with homogenous traits who make symmetric choices, IBE yields more consistent estimates than EvE across sessions or when using pooled data. Further, EvE and IBE explain the data equally well in terms of goodness-offit if the probability of entry is less than or equal to the symmetric Nash mixed-equilibrium prediction. Otherwise, IBE marginally outperforms EvE in terms of goodness-of-fit. The models' pooled estimates also display no particular trends throughout the experiments, which suggests no obvious learning pattern. Third, when the estimations relax symmetry, EvE generates more consistent estimates than IBE, no matter the payoff structure or level and whether the estimates refer to 'session' or 'pooled' data. Fourth, our specification test rejects the null of consistency with EvE in 50% to 75% of all sessions (mostly with High payoffs), and it rejects the null of consistency with IBE in all sessions.
The next section spells out the EvE and IBE models for Arthur's (1994) El Farol bar game.
Section 2 lays out the econometric procedures and our specification test for this type of games.
The experimental design and procedures are presented in Section 3. Section 4 reports on the estimation outcomes, with and without controlling for the symmetry of players' choices and Section 5 concludes.
Two stationary models for congestion games
Assume agents who independently decide whether to enter a market or not. Agent 's decision is represented by a variable that takes the value 1 if she enters and 0 if not. The payoff from not entering is constant and equal to , whereas the one from entering is a function (⋅) of the number of entrants = ∑ . A congestion problem arises if for some values of , we have ( ) > and for others ( ) < . With such a reward scheme, any vector of decisions such that exactly out of agents choose to enter constitutes a pure Nash equilibrium. Thus there are exactly ( ) such equilibria: each yielding an aggregate payoff equal to ( ) + ( − ) . There may also exist symmetric mixed-equilibrium strategies which, by definition, equalize an agent's expected payoff from entering, , to that from not entering, = . That is, if stands for the common probability of entry, then ℎ solves:
(1 − )
where is a realization of the random variable characterizing the number of entrants other than oneself. Note that (1) requires that the agents behave symmetrically in that they all choose to enter with the same probability . 4 For reasons that will become clear in Section 2, it is convenient to rewrite this expression as being conditional on vector − , the − 1 vector of entry probabilities for agents other than agent :
( + 1).
Exploration vs Exploitation: EvE
In this framework, agents aim at finding a compromise between maximizing their current payoff and keeping themselves informed about market conditions to maximize their future payoffs. In our context, we can think of changing market conditions if agents exhibit an irregular or noisy entry behaviour. If that is the case, then they may find it worthwhile to sometimes explore the alternative option, i.e., entering or not entering the market. While the 'exploitation' part of the dilemma, i.e., the maximization of current payoffs, is straightforward, the 'exploration' part hinges upon the maximum entropy principle which captures the agent's variety-seeking behaviour (see Anderson, de Palma and Thisse, 1992) . In brief, an agent seeking maximal variety in her/his decisions would explore each alternative with equal probabilities so that entropy is maximized whereas an agent who values minimal variety would avoid exploring and would focus on maximizing current payoffs, in which case entropy is minimized.
With standing for an agent 's probability of entry, ( − ) for the expected payoff in terms of the probabilities of entry of the − 1 other agents, and with entropy being defined by = − ln − (1 − )ln (1− ), the agent's objective function to maximise is given by:
where ≥ 0 is a parameter capturing the weight that agent assigns to the preservation of information about market conditions for long term profits. Differentiating this expression with respect to , we obtain the following first-order condition of maximisation:
or equivalently (if is neither 0 nor 1 and = 1/ )
This yields a system of equations if there are agents, and given the homogenous weighting parameter , this should be solved for the vector * = ( 1 , 2 , … , ). Note that this exactly matches McKelvey and Palfrey's definition of the logit QRE, with standing for agents' homogenous best-responsiveness. Unlike QRE, EvE yields the logit choice function without assuming noisy payoffs, which is questionable in this setting, since 'not entering' generates a sure payoff H. Under the assumption of symmetry, − has all its components equal to , which we simply denote , and thus and are related by
Thus, if agents who choose symmetrically are rational and do not explore, then is such that ( ) = , i.e., = ℎ and → ∞. On the other hand, if they maximise exploration, then
and it is negative otherwise. The Maximum Likelihood estimate of , assuming independent observations, is the relative frequency of entry, , and the MLE of follows from (4). Note that remains a consistent estimator for ( ) = for less restrictive covariance structures of the observations, by various weak laws of large numbers.
Impulse Balance Equilibrium: IBE
According to IBE, agents only take account of foregone payoffs. In the context of a congestion game, an agent receives an impulse for entry if the payoff received from not entering the market is strictly smaller than that from entering. Denoting by the number of other entrants and by the common probability of entering the market, the expected magnitude of these impulses is defined as:
or equivalently in terms of − rather than :
Similarly, an agent would receive an impulse for no entry if the payoff received from entering is not larger than that from not entering. The expected magnitude of these impulses is defined as:
or equivalently
Note that these impulses are defined relatively to the game's maximin pure strategy of not entering the market which yields a sure payoff of . Selten and Chmura (2008) further observe that receiving a payoff lower than this sure payoff should be perceived as a loss. To this extent, and in the light of empirical and experimental evidence of loss aversion in agents' preferences (Bernatzi and Thaler, 1995, and Kahneman, 1991) , Selten and Chmura assume that the losses relative to the secured payoff count double. Thus, in the context of a congestion game, an IBE could be determined such that agent is indifferent between entering and receiving ( − ) and not entering and receiving 2 × ( − ). Put alternatively, agent would choose to enter the market with probability that equalises her expected impulses; that is
Hereafter, we follow Ockenfels and Selten (2005) and consider a parametric version of IBE by estimating the impulse weight in the following equation by Maximum Likelihood (as for QRE),
i.e., the estimator of is and the MLE of (assuming different from 0) follows from
A specification test
When we assume symmetry, i.e., that agents' entry probabilities 1 , 2 , … , are all equal to , the models we consider only propose a reparametrization ( ) for EvE and ( ) for IBE. Thus, under symmetry, there is no scope for discriminating between these models beyond commenting on implausible values of ( ) and ( ). If we do not impose symmetry, then (3) and (7) can be rewritten as systems of linear restrictions on parameters and :
and
Both systems can thus be written in the form ( ) − ( ) = ( , ) = 0, with = or , and with , and vector functions with values in ℝ .
Given the asymptotically normal estimator ̂ of , the vector of individual entry frequencies, with asymptotic variance of which we describe a consistent estimator ̂ in Appendix 2, an optimal asymptotic least squares estimator of is:
̂ is thus the GLS estimator in the regression of ( ) on ( ), the variance of the error term being .
Given a preliminary estimate of , say ̃ obtained by replacing ̂ in (11) with the identity matrix, i.e., ̃ is the OLS estimator in the regression of ( ) on ( ), a consistent estimator of is
The asymptotic variance of ̂ is given by
Under the null that there exists such that ( , ) = 0 for the true , or in other words that the restrictions on entry probabilities embodied by the model are valid,
and this can be used to test the underlying theory. All we need for the implementation of this specification test are thus ̂ and the derivatives ( , )⁄ . The technical details for the determination of these expressions are given in Appendix 3.
As we obtained counter-intuitive results for IBE, with a large number of negative estimates for , we explored some variants. 7 One consists in iterating the FGLS procedure, but this produced oscillating results, and thus we turned to optimizing (12) with respect to the argument , with appearing both in function (̂, ) and in the weighting matrix ̂, which amounts to obtaining the limit of iterated FGLS.
The above test pertains to the analysis of a session with agents. When pooling sessions of agents, we match agents in different sessions according to their session average entry probabilities. Technically, this is done by renumbering the agents in each session in increasing order of session average entry probabilities. We then treat the observations as if they resulted from the actions of the same agents over the sessions. The only change in the estimation and test procedure is that is replaced with .
Experimental design and procedures
The experiments involve groups of 10 participants and a 2×3 factorial design which assumes two payoff levels, High and Low, and three payoff structures, a two-step function (DISC) yielding a positive payoff from entering if total entry does not exceed the market's capacity , and 0 otherwise, and two non-monotone ones in which payoffs first increase and then decrease with attendance (NOM1 and NOM2, the latter implying entry if someone already entered). These payoff functions are displayed in Figure 1 . There are two things worth mentioning here. First, to keep the payoff structures comparable for a given payoff level, the total payoff from entering the market, measured by ∑ =1 payoff structures. 8 Second, DISC and NOM1 have ( 10 6 ) = 210 Nash equilibria in pure strategies whereas NOM2 has one more in which all agents choose not to enter. and that the observed probability can be rationalized in terms of EvE only if > 0. 9 Note also that the presence of the additional 'no entry' equilibrium in the NOM2 treatments yields a second symmetric Nash equilibrium in mixed strategies with very low probabilities of entry.
The experiments were conducted at the Laboratory for Experimental Economics of the University of Jaume I (Spain). Participants were undergraduate students in Business Administration, Law or Engineering and were recruited by public advertisement on campus. We conducted eight sessions per payoff structure (DISC, NOM1, NOM2) involving a total of (8×3×10=) 240 individuals. For each payoff structure, we conducted four sessions with Low payoffs and four sessions with High payoffs. At the outset of the experiment, participants were randomly assigned to cubicles equipped with computer terminals and were given instructions that were read aloud. Figure 3 shows the evolution of average entry in each treatment and reports local linear kernel regression estimates of entry and their 95% confidence interval. Overall, although entry is close to capacity on average (i.e., = 6), it is typically higher in High payoff treatments than in Low payoff ones. The kernel regression estimates also suggest that in most treatments, subjects played cautiously at the outset of a session (by refraining from entering the market) and were more 'outgoing' towards the end of it.
Results
FIGURE 3: AVERAGE ENTRY BEHAVIOUR. we have a significant under-entry in six out of the 12 sessions with High payoffs and in one session out of the 12 sessions with Low payoffs, as well as a significant over-entry in one Low payoff sessions. Given a payoff structure, the symmetric mixed-equilibrium strategy is typically rejected in only one session out of four; the only exceptions being the NOM2/High treatment where under-entry is observed in all sessions and the NOM1/Low treatment where the null of equilibrium play cannot be rejected at = 5% in all sessions. This is partially confirmed by 'pooled' data outcomes, as we find under-entry in all High payoff treatments and in NOM2/Low, and over-entry is only observed in DISC with Low payoffs.
In sum, the data support the prediction of that a significant under-entry occurs when ℎ > 0.5, but mostly in High payoff sessions, as in NOM2, or when the data is pooled over sessions, as in DISC, NOM1 and NOM2 (with either High or Low payoffs). In the following section, we check whether EvE and IBE support this finding. Note: Each 'session' ('pooled') estimate refers to 1500 (6000) observations; Nash mixed-equilibrium prediction in italics; Bold figures indicate a rejection of the null of Nash mixed-equilibrium play at = 5%; 95% confidence intervals (based on Newey-West variance estimates) in brackets. Table 2 reports the Maximum Likelihood estimation outcomes for EvE (upper panel) and IBE (lower panel). Note that since the models' log-likelihood values are defined as [̂ln̂+ (1 − ) ln(1 −)], with standing for the number of observations, they contain no information about goodness-of-fit beyond the estimated probability of entry . In addition, since we correct the estimates' standard deviations for unknown forms of auto-correlation and heteroscedasticity in the observations, these pseudo-likelihood values are of doubtful interest and are therefore not reported.
Structural estimations when imposing symmetry
11 The shaded cells characterize cases that did not reject the mixed-equilibrium predictions on the grounds of entry probabilities, cf. Table 1 . Looking at EvE's ̂-estimates, they are not significantly different from zero in the High payoff sessions of DISC and NOM1, which suggests maximal exploration and conflicts with the diagnosis of a symmetric mixed-equilibrium behaviour in three out of four sessions of either treatment (cf. Table 1 ). The estimates for NOM2/High are significantly positive in all sessions, which suggests a contained exploration that is in line with the reported under-entry for this treatment. When payoffs are Low, the ̂-11 In Appendix 5, we report on the models' estimation outcomes when assuming i.i.d. observations, as is usually done in the literature, so that the models' log-likelihood values become meaningful. As expected from Footnote 9, EvE and IBE generate exactly the same goodness-of-fit when the observed probability of entry lies in [0.5, ℎ ], and for the few cases where lies outside this range, IBE marginally outperforms EvE in terms of goodness-of-fit. estimates are typically not significantly different from 0 which suggests maximal exploration (in nine out of twelve sessions) or they are significantly negative and thus inconsistent. Estimating EvE with pooled data supports a contained exploration in all High payoff treatments eventhough this is not supported by the session data of DISC and NOM1. When payoffs are Low, behaviour is inconsistent in DISC and suggests either maximal exploration (in NOM1) or a contained one (in NOM2).
Overall, this first batch of estimations indicates a dissonance between 'session' and 'pooled' estimates, and between what can be concluded from the observed probabilities of entry and from EvE's estimated parameters: for the 16 sessions that did not reject the null of a symmetric mixedequilibrium behaviour, EvE diagnoses a behaviour that is not significantly different from maximal exploration for 15 sessions, and that is inconsistent for one session (#2, NOM1/Low).
Looking at IBE's -estimates and their 95% confidence intervals, we find no significant differences across sessions of a given payoff structure, no matter the payoff level. The estimates are also not significantly different from those pertaining to pooled data, and the latter are significantly different across payoff structures, with ̂>̂2 >̂1, when payoffs are High. Pooled estimates are also significantly different across payoff levels in DISC and suggest an increased aversion towards (hypothetical) losses from entering when payoffs are High in this treatment, i.e., ̂ℎ >̂. Thus, although the -estimates are all significantly larger than Selten and Chmura's benchmark of = 2 in all High payoff treatments (and in six sessions with Low payoffs), they display more consistency across sessions, as well as between 'session' and 'pooled' data, than EvE's estimates.
Before investigating how the relaxation of the symmetry assumption affects our conclusions, recall that Figure 3 suggests an increased entry towards the end of an experiment which points to a possible non-stationary behaviour. We therefore check for possible trends in the models' estimates of successive batches of 15 rounds. A declining trend in EvE's ̂-estimates would suggest that participants explore less as they gain experience of the game they play whereas a decline in IBE's -estimates would suggest a dampening aversion towards the (hypothetical) losses attached to entering. The estimates are reported in Appendix 6 (along with average relative frequencies of entry) and provide no support for such trend patterns in any treatment, which is in line with the findings of McKelvey and Palfrey (1995) for a collection of experiments.
Interestingly, however, the models' batch-estimates (which assume 600 observations) reproduce the same conflicting patterns as when comparing 'session' and 'pooled' data estimates in the High payoff treatments: (i) EvE's estimates typically support maximal exploration whereas they indicate a contained one at the pooled level (cf. Table 2), (ii) average entry probabilities hardly reject the null of symmetric mixed-equilibrium play in DISC and NOM1, whereas EvE reports a contained exploration (under-entry) for the pooled data of these treatments (cf. Table 2), and (iii) IBE's estimates (of all treatments) are very similar to those reported in Table 2 and thus appear more consistent across aggregation levels than EvE's.
Structural estimations when relaxing symmetry
We now estimate the models without imposing symmetry, i.e., without assuming = for = 1, . . . , , and we run our specification test to assess the consistency of the estimates with the models' predictions. The outcomes reported in the two panels of Table 3 lead to very different conclusions. EvE's ̂-estimates are significantly positive in all sessions which suggests a contained exploration. They are also similar across sessions of a given payoff structure as well as across payoff levels, especially in DISC and NOM2, with DISC generating significantly smaller estimates than NOM1 and NOM2. 'Pooled' estimates are also in line with 'session' ones and, overall, those for DISC and NOM2 appear to be invariant to payoff levels whereas those for NOM1 are significantly smaller when payoffs are High, as if in this treatment participants explore less when payoffs are scaled up. Yet, the specification test rejects the null of consistency in 17 sessions (i.e., ten with High payoffs and seven with Low payoffs), and in all treatments when pooling the data.
Looking at IBE's -estimates, they are less consistent across sessions of a given treatment and they are sometimes significantly negative, mostly in NOM1 and NOM2 with Low payoffs. The estimates pertaining to pooled data are broadly in line with those for session data, and those of DISC and NOM2 are significantly larger in the High payoff treatments, as if subjects' impulses for entry in these treatments increase with payoffs. However, running the specification test on pooled data systematically rejects the null of consistency with IBE's prediction. In sum, observed behaviour corresponds better to EvE than to IBE when the symmetry assumption is relaxed.
For each session we could also easily test the assumption that the probability of entry is the same for all session participants, but the rejection of the IBE specification for all cases makes this unnecessary: if the probability of entry is the same for all session participants, the restrictions imposed by IBE vanish, and we should not be able to reject them. 
Robustness check:
We proceed with estimating models with a less rigid specification that allows for an additional constant term in the regression of ( ) on ( ). In the context of EvE, this amounts to replacing (9) The estimation outcomes of these augmented versions are reported in Appendix 7. EvE's estimates are similar to those of Table 3 and several occurrences of the estimated constant term (Cste) are not significantly different from zero, this being mostly the case in NOM1 with High payoffs and in NOM2 with Low payoffs. As for IBE's estimates, the constant terms are all significantly positive (and rather large) and the -estimates are all significantly negative which renders their interpretation meaningless. In addition, the conduct of our specification test confirms the findings of Table 3 : it yields seven more non-rejections (at = 5%) for EvE, bringing their total to 14 out of 24 sessions, and leaves things unchanged for IBE. 
Conclusion
We analyse behaviour in the El Farol bar game through the lens of stationary models that build on different premises. The main outcome of our study is that the assumption of symmetry of agents' behaviour should be taken seriously when estimating structural equilibrium models, as its non-fulfilment may dramatically affect conclusions. When the estimations impose symmetry, as is typically done in the literature, EvE and IBE 'explain' the data equally well in terms of goodness-of-fit, with IBE yielding stable estimates (that are typically greater than 2) across different levels of data aggregation whereas EvE does not share this property. However, the exact opposite holds when symmetry is relaxed: EvE then yields more stable estimates which suggest a contained exploration or, in QRE terms, a noisy best-response behaviour. The models' falsifiability regarding the symmetry assumption is addressed with a specification test that rejects the null of consistency with EvE (or equivalently QRE) in 50 to 75% of all sessions and rejects the null of consistency with IBE in all sessions (and both models overwhelmingly reject the null when the data is pooled). Thus, our study shows that invoking the oversimplifying (but very convenient) assumption of symmetry to analyse game-like situations may be misleading if it is not properly dealt with and explicitly assessed when estimating the models. To this extent, it confirms that we should be very cautious with results that obtain from gross over-simplifications such as invoking symmetry, as we should when invoking a representative agent in mainstream economic theory.
Appendix 1: Quantal Response Equilibrium.
In this appendix we provide the usual arguments for the derivation of a Quantal Response Equilibrium for the congestion game we study. According to QRE, agents make mistakes in their best replies and the latter take account of rivals' mistakes. QRE postulates in particular that each agent has a random utility of his decision which is the payoff plus a "standard error" parameter times a random term. The two random terms corresponding to entering and not entering are assumed to take i.i.d. extreme values, and the payoff is computed as expected payoff given the vector − of the probabilities of entering of the other agents. Formally, for agent , we have:
Thus, if we denote the probability of entering for agent , we have:
since ( ₁ − ₀) is logistic. Note that the last expression is identical to (4) up to the reparametrization 1/ = .
Appendix 2: Probability of going conditional on − .
To provide an expression for [ go| − ], we introduce the notation = − . Clearly, we then have: and more generally:
. and
So the only ingredient still needed is [ go| − ]/ . The general expression for this is rather inelegant but it is fairly easily programmed once a program for computing [ go| − ] is available.
B. Treatment NOM1 (Low)
You are about to participate in an experiment on decision-making. In this experiment, there are 2 groups of 10 people. You are in one of those 2 groups and you do not know who else is in the same group as you. You will be in the same group of people for the whole experiment.
Please do not communicate in any way with other participants during the experiment.
The experiment is made of 150 rounds of a game that proceeds as follows:
1. In each round, you are asked to choose action A or action B. Once all participants have chosen their actions, the computer will calculate the total number of participants in your group who chose B.
2. The payoff you receive from choosing A or B is determined the following way:
 If you chose A, you will earn 400 points, whatever the other participants in your group have chosen.  If you chose B and the total number of participants in your group who chose B is equal to:
1. Then all participants in your group who chose B will earn 467 points, 2. Then all participants in your group who chose B will earn 733 points, 3. Then all participants in your group who chose B will earn 867 points, 4. Then all participants in your group who chose B will earn 1067 points, 5. Then all participants in your group who chose B will earn 800 points, 6. Then all participants in your group who chose B will earn 467 points, 7. Then all participants in your group who chose B will earn 200 points, 8. Then all participants in your group who chose B will earn 132 points, 9. Then all participants in your group who chose B will earn 67 points, 10. Then all participants in your group who chose B will earn 0 points, 3. At the end of each round, you will be given the following information/feedback about the round you just played (the round number, the choice you made, how many times action B was chosen in your group, the profit you made in that round and the total profits you made so far), 4. At any time during the experiment, the outcomes of all previous rounds in which you played are displayed on the lower part of your terminal screen.
5. You are allowed to use the calculator we provide you with at the outset of the experiment.
6. The payoffs you earn in each round are quoted in terms of "points". Your reward from participating in this experiment is determined by the sum of your payoffs in points. Your total payoff in points will be exchanged for Euros (€) and paid in cash to you at the end of the experiment at the rate of 0.02 € per 100 points.
7. All other participants in this room received the same instruction sheet.
Please raise your hand if something is unclear or if you have a question to ask.
D. High Payoff treatments.
The instructions for the High payoff treatments were identical to those used for the Low payoff treatments but used the High payoff figures listed below. 
NOM2
.598 [.559, .638] .618 [.579, .657] .615 [.576, .654] .608 [.569, .647] .648 [.610, .687] .613 [.574, .652] .633 [.595, .672] .612 [.573, .651] .628 [.590, .667] .633 [.595, .672] Note: Each estimate refers to 600 observations; bold figures indicate a rejection of the null of Nash mixed-equilibrium play at = 5%; 95% confidence intervals (assuming i.i.d. observations) in brackets.
